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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we deal with the regularity properties of minimizers of
integral functionals of the calculus of variations
F(u, 0)=|
0
f (Du) dx, (1.1)
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where 0 is an open subset of Rn, u : 0  RN, N1, and the integrand f
satisfies the growth assumption
|z| p f (z)L(1+|z| q), (1.2)
qp2, z # RnN.
A wide literature has been devoted to the study of regularity properties
of local minimizers of (1.1) when q= p. For a comprehensive introduction
we just quote [13, 15]. More recently, also motivated by problems from
nonlinear elasticity, the case q>p has been considered in several papers. In
particular, in the scalar case (N=1) regularity of local minimizers has been
proved, provided q and p are not too far apart (see [21, 22, 25, 5, 19, 28,
31]). Counterexamples show that restrictions on the exponents p, q have to
be assumed in order to have regular minimizers, [14, 26, 16]. In the vec-
tor-valued case (N1), partial regularity of the gradient has been proved
in [2, 30] and an estimate of the singular set is given in [18]. In this paper
we consider the vectorial case N1 and we deal with the question of the
so called higher integrability of minimizers of F. We recall that in the case
q= p this problem has been well understood. In fact the standard techni-
que based on the reverse Ho lder inequality and the GehringGiaquinta
Modica Lemma (see [12]) may be successfully applied so that a local
minimizer u # W 1, qloc (0) (actually also a, so called, spherical quasiminimizer,
see [11]) turns out to belong to W 1, q+$loc (0), for some $>0. In the case
p<q some results have been obtained when the integrand depends on the
modulus of the gradient,
f (Du)= g( |Du| ),
see [10, 6, 23, 7], or when the dependence on the modulus of the minors
is also allowed,
f (Du)= g( |Du|, |Ad Du|, |det Du| ),
see [9].
In our setting a local minimizer of F is a function u # W 1, 1loc (0) such that
f (Du) # L1loc(0) (1.3)
and
|
supp .
f (Du) dx|
supp .
f (Du+D.) dx, (1.4)
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for every . # W1, 1(0) with supp.//0. By (1.2) and (1.3) we only have
that u # W 1, ploc (0): we prove (see Theorem 2.1) that the minimality of u
boosts its integrability from W 1, ploc (0) to W
1, q
loc (0) provided
q<p+2min {1, pn= . (1.5)
We remark that such a bound is not unusual in our setting, see [24]. This
W 1, qloc regularity is the main result of the paper: once we filled the gap
between p and q, standard technique allows us to get higher differentiability
(Theorem 2.2) and further higher integrability (Corollary 1), see also [21,
17]. Now a few words about our technique. In our case it is not possible
to apply the reverse Ho lder inequality because of nonstandard growth
assumption (1.2). We will take a different path. The starting point of our
analysis is the Euler equation of F
|
0
Df (Du(x)) D.(x) dx=0. (1.6)
Here we find a technical problem because u # W 1, ploc (0), so it is not possible
to use in (1.6), as commonly done, a test function . built upon a linear
combination involving u. To fill this gap we follow a double approximation
procedure. More precisely we consider a family of perturbed functionals
F_(u, BR)=|
BR
f (Du) dx+_ |
BR
|Du|q dx, (1.7)
(with BR we denote a ball of radius R strictly contained in 0), and a
sequence of minimizers v=, _ # W1, q(BR) where v=, _ is the solution of the
problem
Min {|BR f_(Dv), v # u=+W
1, q
0 (BR)= ,
and u= # C is the usual mollification of u. First letting _ and then = go to
zero, up to a subsequence, we get
Dv=, _ ( Du in L p(BR). (1.8)
For v=, _ we get the estimate
|
B#R
|Dv=, _ | q dxc \|BR+= f (Du) dx+_ |BR |Du= |
q dx+1+
;
, (1.9)
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where 0<#<1 and ;>0. Inequality (1.9) is obtained through a careful use
of the difference quotient technique in the setting of fractional Sobolev
Spaces. Then we pass to the limit in (1.9), thus getting by semicontinuity
|
B#R
|Du|q dxc \|BR f (Du) dx+1+
;
. (1.10)
Finally, in the last section we consider functionals
|
0
( f (Du)+a(x) u) dx,
that may arise as variational models from elasticity.
2. NOTATIONS AND MAIN RESULTS
Let 0 be an open bounded subset of Rn, n2, u : 0  RN, N1 and
f : RnN  R. We deal with minimizers of the integral functional
F(u, 0)=|
0
f (Du) dx. (2.1)
We assume that f # C 2(RnN) satisfies
|z| pf (z)L(1+|z|q) (2.2)
|Df (z)|L(1+|z|q&1) (2.3)
|D2f (z)|L(1+|z|q&2) (2.4)
& |z| p&2 |*| 2(D2f (z) *, *) (2.5)
for every z, * # RnN where L>1, &>0 and q, p are such that
2p<q, (2.6)
q<p+2min {1, pn= . (2.7)
Note that (2.7) reads as q<p+2 for n<p and q<p(1+2n) for pn.
In the sequel B(xo , R) denotes the ball with center in xo and radius R:
B(xo , R)=[x # Rn : |x&xo |<R].
We will simply write BR in place of B(xo , R) when no confusion may arise,
and all the balls mentioned will have the same center unless otherwise
specified.
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Definition 2.1. We say that u # W 1, 1loc (0) is a local minimizer of F iff
f (Du) # L1loc(0), (2.8)
and
|
supp .
f (Du) dx|
supp .
f (Du+D.) dx, (2.9)
for any . # W1, 1(0) such that supp .//0.
We observe that (2.2) and (2.8) imply Du # L ploc(0). The main result of
this paper is the following
Theorem 2.1. Let u # W 1, 1loc (0) be a local minimizer of the funcional F.
Then
Du # Lqloc(0). (2.10)
Furthermore, let x0 , R be such that B(x0 , 4R)//0 and 0<#<1. There
exist two constants c#c(n, N, q, p, L, &, R, #)<+, ;#;(n, q, p)>1 such
that
|
B#R
|Du|q dxc \|BR f (Du) dx+1+
;
. (2.11)
Theorem 2.1 improves on the integrability of Du and allows us to get the
following higher differentiability result:
Theorem 2.2. Let u # W 1, 1loc (0) be a local minimizer of the functional F.
Then
|Du| ( p&2)2 Du # W 1, 2loc (0) (2.12)
and if B4R //0 and 0<#<1, then we have
|
B#R
|D( |Du| ( p&2)2 Du)|2 dxc \|BR f (Du) dx+1+
;
, (2.13)
where c#c(n, N, q, p, L, &, R, #)<+ and ;#;(n, q, p)>1.
Please, note that in (2.11) and (2.13) the exponent ; is the same.
A straithforward application of Sobolev embedding theorem and estimate
(2.13) give the following corollary of Theorem 2.2:
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Corollary 1. Let u # W 1, 1loc (0) be a local minimizer of functional F.
Then
Du # Lsloc(0), (2.14)
where s=np(n&2) if n3 and any sp if n=2. Moreover if B4R //0
and 0<#<1 then
|
B#R
|Du| s dxc \|BR f (Du) dx+1+
;
, (2.15)
with c#c(n, N, q, p, L, &, R, #, s)<+ and ; #; (n, q, p, s)>1.
Remark 1. Because of (2.7), it turns out that
s=
np
n&2
>p \n+2n +>q.
3. KNOWN RESULTS
For a vector valued function G : Rn  Rk we define
{s, hG(x)=G(x+hes)&G(x),
where h # R, es is the unit vector in the xs direction, and 1sn. We now
state several lemmata that we will need later.
Lemma 3.1. If 0<\<R, |h|<R&\, 1t<, s # [1, ..., n], and
G, DsG # Lt(BR), then
|
B\
|{s, h G(x)| t dx|h| t |
BR
|Ds G(x)| t dx.
Proof. See [13, 4].
Lemma 3.2. If G : Rn  Rk, G # L2(BR) and for some \ # (0, R),
d # (0, 1), M>0, ’ : Rn  R with ’ # C 10(B(\+R)2), 0’1 in R
n, |D’|
4(R&\) in Rn, ’=1 on B\ ,
:
n
s=1
|
BR
|{s, h G(x)| 2 ’2(x) dxM 2 |h| 2d
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for every h with |h|<R&\, then G # Wb, 2(B\) & L2n(n&2b)(B\) for every
b # (0, d ), and
&G&L2n(n&2b)(B\)c(M+&G&L2(BR)), (3.1)
where c#c(n, k, b, d, R, \).
Proof. See [1].
Lemma 3.3. If G # L2(BR) and
:
n
s=1
|
B\
|{s, hG(x)|2 dxM 2 |h|2
for every |h|<R&\, then G # W 1, 2(B\) and
&DsG&L2(B\)M, \s=1, ..., n.
Lemma 3.4. For every p2 and G : BR  Rk we have
|{s, h( |G(x)| ( p&2)2 G(x))|2
k3 \ p2+
2
|
1
0
|G(x)+t{s, hG(x)| p&2 |{s, hG(x)|2 dt,
for every x # B\ , with |h|<R&\, and every s=1, ..., n.
4. PROOF OF THE RESULTS
In this section we prove the results stated in Section 3. We start proving
Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof will be achieved in three steps. Before
getting into the proof let us give some remarks about some quantities that
will be used below.
We define
g($)=
n$&nq+2$
$
, r($)=
np
n& g($)
, (4.1)
then, since q<p(n+2)n, it easily follows
I= inf
[ p, q)
(r(_)&_)>0. (4.2)
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The desired integrability, stated in Theorem 4.2, will be achieved step by
step through the increasing integrability exponents
sm= p+m
I
2
, for mk , and k =min[k : skq]. (4.3)
Step 1. Let us consider, for 0<_<1,
f_(!)= f (!)+_ |!|q,
and define, for every BR with B4R //0, the functional
F_(w)=|
BR
f_(Dw) dx.
In this step we prove an integrability estimate, for the minimizers of func-
tional F_ , which involves the exponents given in (4.3) and is independent
on _. More precisely we have:
Claim 1. Let v # W1, q(BR , RN ) be a local minimizer of the functional
F_ , and assume that for some p$<q, 0<:<1, c#c(n, N, q, p, R, L, &,
:, $)>0, and ;#;(n, N, q, p, $)1 we have
|
B:R
|Dv|$ dxc \|BR f (Dv) dx+1+
;
(4.4)
then
|
B:3R
|Dv|$+I2 dxc~ \|BR f (Dv) dx+1+
(qp)(($+I2)$) ;
, (4.5)
for some c~ #c~ (n, N, q, p, R, L, &, :, $)>0, where I is defined in (4.2).
Note that q&2<p because of (2.7), so q&2<$.
Proof of Claim 1. It’s easy to check that f_ # C2(RnN) and satisfies the
following growth conditions
_ |z|q+|z| pf_(z)(L+1)(1+|z|q) (4.6)
|Df_(z)|(L+q)(1+|z|q&1) (4.7)
|D2f_(z)|C(1+|z|q&2) (4.8)
_q |z|q&2 |*| 2+& |z| p&2 |*| 2(D2f_(z) *, *) , (4.9)
for every z, * # RnN, where C#C(L, q, n, N ).
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Using the stated growth conditions and the minimality of v we get the
Euler equation for F_
|
BR
Df_(Dv(x)) D.(x) dx=0, (4.10)
for every . # W1, q(BR) such that supp .//BR .
Let ’ : Rn  R be a cut-off function in C o (B(:3R+:2R)2) such that
0’1 and
’#1 in B:3R , |D’|4(R:2(1&:)).
For |h|<R:2(1&:) and s # [1, ..., n] we put .={s, &h(’2{s, hv) into (4.10)
and we get
(I )=|
BR
’2{s, h(Df_(Dv)) {s, h Dv dx
=&|
BR
{s, h(Df_(Dv)) 2’ D’{s, h v dx=(II ).
Moreover
|
BR
|
1
0
D2f_(Dv+t{s, hDv) ’{s, h Dv’{s, h Dv dt dx
=(I )=(II )=|
BR
|
1
0
&2D2f_(Dv+t{s, h Dv) ’{s, h Dv D’{s, hv dt dx.
(4.11)
Since f_ # C2(RnN), the bilinear form (*, !)  D2f_(Dv+t{s, h Du_) *! is
symmetric, and positive because of (4.9). Therefore we can use Cauchy
Schwartz inequality in order to have
(II ) 12 |
BR
|
1
0
D2f_(Dv+t{s, h Dv) ’{s, h Dv’{s, h Dv dt dx
+2 |
BR
|
1
0
D2f_(Dv+t{s, h Dv) D’{s, hv D’{s, hv dt dx
= 12 (I )+2(III ). (4.12)
The two integrals in (4.12) are finite, so we can subtract 12 (I ) from both
sides of (4.12) thus obtaining
1
2 (I )2(III ). (4.13)
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Using Lemma 3.4 and (4.9) we get
c |
BR
’2 |{s, h( |Dv| ( p&2)2 Dv)|2 dx(I ), (4.14)
for some positive constant c#c(&, p, n, N ). Because of growth condition
(4.8) and the properties of the cut-off function ’, we get
(III )c |
B:2R
(1+|Dv|q&2+|{s, h Dv|q&2) |{s, hv| 2 dx, (4.15)
for some positive constant c#c(L, q, n, N, R, :). The previous inequalities
merge into the following Caccioppoli’s type estimate
|
BR
’2 |{s, h( |Dv| ( p&2)2 Dv)|2 dx
c |
B:2R
(1+|Dv|q&2+|{s, h Dv|q&2) |{s, hv|2 dx=(IV ), (4.16)
for some c#c(n, N, q, p, L, &, R, :).
Now we can write
(IV )=c |
B:2R
(1+|Dv|q&2+|{s, h Dv|q&2) |{s, hv|2&a |{s, hv|a dx, (4.17)
where 0<a<2 will be chosen later.
We now distinguish three cases.
(i) Case $<n. We apply Ho lder inequality in (4.17) with exponents,
q&2
$
+
a
$
+
$&a&(q&2)
$
=1,
where a will be chosen in such a way that a<$&(q&2), thus obtaining
(IV )c \|B:R (1+|Dv|
$) dx+
(q&2)$
_\|B:2R |{s, hv|
$ dx+
a$
_\|B:2R |{s, hv|
(2&a) $($&a&(q&2)) dx+
($&a&(q&2))$
c |h|a \|B:R (1+|Dv|
$) dx+
(q&2+a)$
_\|B:2R |{s, hv|
(2&a) $($&a&(q&2)) dx+
($&a&(q&2))$
, (4.18)
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for some c#c(n, N, q, p, L, &, R, :, $). Now we choose a in such a way that
(2&a) $
$&a&(q&2)
=
n$
n&$
=$*,
that is
a=
n$&nq+2$
$
.
We observe that this choice is possible because (2.7) and p$<q, $<n.
We apply Sobolev embedding Theorem and Lemma 3.1 to have
|
B:2R
|{s, hv| (2&a) $($&a&(q&2)) dx
c \|B:R |Dv|
$ dx+
$*$
=c \|B:R |Dv|
$ dx+
(2&a)($&a&(q&2))
, (4.19)
where c#c(n, N, $, :). Using (4.18), (4.19), and (4.4) we get
(IV )c \|B:R |Dv|
$ dx+
q$
|h| a
c \|BR f (Dv) dx+1+
;(q$)
|h|a
=cM2 |h| acM2 |h|b, (4.20)
for any b with
b
n$&nq+2$
$
,
where
M2=\|BR f (Dv) dx+1+
;(q$)
, c#c(n, N, q, p, L, &, R, :, $, b).
(ii) Case $=n. In this case we argue as before to get (4.18). Then we
choose a such that
a<$&q+2<
n$&nq+2$
$
.
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We apply the Sobolev embedding Theorem in the borderline case and
Lemma (3.1) to have
\|B:2R |{s, hv|
(2&a) $($&a&(q&2)) dx+
($&a&(q&2))$(2&a)
c \|B:R |Dv|
$ dx+
1$
,
where c#c(n, N, q, R, :, $, a), so we still arrive at (4.20) with any b>0
such that
b<
n$&nq+2$
$
.
(iii) Case $>n. In this case we go back to (4.17). Now the Sobolev
imbedding Theorem gives
|{s, hv|2&ac \|B:R |Dv|
$ dx+
(2&a)$
|h| (2&a)(1&n$), (4.21)
for any x # B:2R , where c#c(n, N, $, a). Then we get
(IV )c |h| (2&a)(1&n$) \|B:R |Dv|
$+
(2&a)$
_\|B:2R (1+|Dv|
q&2+|{s, h Dv|q&2) |{s, h v|a dx+ ,
for c#c(n, N, q, p, L, &, R, :, $, a). Applying the Ho lder inequality with
exponents
q&2
$
+
$&(q&2)
$
=1
and, by (2.7), choosing a in such a way that
a
$&(q&2)
=1,
we obtain
(IV )c \|B:R (1+|Dv|
$) dx+
(q&a)$
_\|B:2R |{s, hv|
a$($&(q&2)) dx+
($&(q&2))$
|h| (2&a)(1&n$)
c \|B:R (1+|Dv|
$) dx+
q$
|h| (n$&nq+2$)$
cM2 |h| b, (4.22)
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where
c#c(n, N, q, p, L, &, R, :, $)>0, M 2=\1+|BR f (Dv) dx+
q;$
,
with any
b<
n$&nq+2$
$
,
where we also used Lemma 3.1.
Finally in any case we can conclude
|
BR
’2 |{s, h( |Dv| ( p&2)2 Dv)|2 dxcM 2 |h|b, (4.23)
for every
b<
n$&nq+2$
$
= g($),
where we recall that p$<q and
M2=\1+|BR f (Dv) dx+
(q$) ;
, c#c(n, N, q, p, L, &, R, :, $, b). (4.24)
Now from (4.23) and Lemma 3.2 we have
|Dv| ( p&2)2 Dv # L2n(n&b)(B:3R)
and
&|Dv| ( p&2)2 Dv&L2n(n&b)(B:3R)c \M+\|B:2R |Dv|
p dx+
12
+ , (4.25)
where c#c(n, N, q, p, L, &, R, :, $, b). Now we recall (4.1) and (4.2) and by
continuity we select b#b($, n, q, p) # (0, g($)) in such a way that
np
n&b
=
I
2
+$.
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With such a choice of b we apply (4.25) and (4.4) in order to have
\|B:3R |Dv|
$+I2 dx+=&|Dv| ( p&2)2 Dv&2n(n&b)L2n(n&b)(B:3R)
c \|BR f (Dv) dx+1+
(qp)(($+I2)$) ;
,
where c#c(n, N, q, p, L, &, R, :, $): (4.5) is finally proved.
Step 2. In this step we repeateadly use estimate (4.5) untill we get
the highest integrability exponent sk allowed by (4.5) for the minimizers of
functional F_ , where sk is given in (4.3). We prove,
Claim 2. Let v # W1, q(BR) be a local minimizer of the functional F_
and let 0<:<1. There exists a constant c#c(n, N, q, p, R, &, L, :) such
that
|
B:%R
|Dv| sk dxc \|BR f (Dv) dx+1+
(sk p)(qp)
k
, (4.26)
where sk is given in (4.3) and %=3k
 +1.
Proof of Claim 2. The proof easily follows by induction using the Step 1.
We have that, for any kk ,
|
B:3k+1R
|Dv| sk dxc \|BR f (Dv) dx+1+
(sk p)(qp)
k
. (4.27)
Indeed if k=0, growth condition (2.2) gives
|
B:3R
|Dv| s0 dx=|
B:3R
|Dv| p dxc \|BR f (Dv) dx+1+ .
Let us suppose (4.27) holds for k<k , then sk<q and we can apply Step 1
with $=sk to get
|
B:3k+2R
|Dv| sk+1 dxc \|BR f (Dv) dx+1+
(sk+1 p)(qp)
k+1
. K
Step 3. In this final step we use an approximation argument to prove
estimate (4.26) also for the minimizer of the functional F, thus getting the
proof of Theorem 2.1.
Let u be a local minimizer of the functional F and B4R //0 as in
Theorem 2.1. By growth assumption (2.2) and the definition of local mini-
mizer (see (2.8), (2.9)) we may only deduce that u # W 1, ploc (0), in particular
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u # W1, p(B4R), while estimate (4.26) in Step 2 works for local minimizers v
such that v # W1, q(B4R). To fill this gap we will follow an approximation
procedure based on the use of the perturbed functionals
z  |
BR
f_(Dz) dx=F_(z), 0<_<1,
where f_ has been introduced in step 1.
From now on, = and _ will denote two nonincreasing sequences [=k]k ,
[_k]k of positive real numbers such that =k  0, _k  0. We will pass
sometime to a subsequence that we will still denote by = or _. Let us
consider a family of positive radially symmetric mollifiers [,s]s>0 with
supp ,s /B(0, s) and define u= # W1, q(BR) as
u=(x)=(u V ,=)(x)=|
0
u( y) ,=( y&x) dy,
where 0<=<min[1, R].
Direct methods of the calculus of variations for the convex functional F_
allow us to define the solution v=, _ # u=+W 1, q0 (BR) of the Dirichlet
problem
Min {|BR f_(Dz) dx, z # u=+W
1, q
0 (BR)= . (4.28)
We are now in condition to use estimate (4.26) for v=, _ . We fix 0<:<1.
There exists a positive constant c depending on n, N, q, p, R, :, &, L, but
neither on = nor on _, such that
|
B:%R
|Dv=, _ | sk dxc \|BR f (Dv=, _) dx+1+
(sk p)(qp)
k
c \|BR f_(Du=) dx+1+
(sk p)(qp)
k
c \|BR+= f (Du) dx+_ |BR |Du= |
q dx+1+
(sk p)(qp)
k
,
(4.29)
where we have also used the minimality of v=, _ and Jensen inequality.
Growth condition (2.2), minimality of v=, _ in u=+W 1, q0 (BR), Jensen
inequality and _<1 give boundedness in L p(BR), namely
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|
BR
|Dv=, _ | p dx|
BR
f (Dv=, _) dx|
BR
f_(Dv=, _) dx
|
BR
f_(Du=) dx
=|
BR
f (Du=) dx+_ |
BR
|Du= |q dx
|
BR+=
f (Du) dx+_ |
BR
|Du= |q dx (4.30)
Now we can use a compactness argument to conclude that, letting _  0,
up to a subsequence,
Dv=, _ ( Dw= weakly in L p(BR),
for some w= # u=+W 1, p0 (BR). Furthermore, the lower semicontinuity with
respect to the weak convergence in L1(BR) allows us to let _  0 in (4.29)
and (4.30), thus getting
|
B:%R
|Dw= | sk dxlim inf
_  0 |B:%R |Dv=, _ |
sk dx
c \|BR+= f (Du) dx+1+
(sk p)(qp)
k
, (4.31)
|
BR
|Dw= | p dx|
BR
f (Dw=) dx|
BR+=
f (Du) dx. (4.32)
Since w= # u=+W 1, p0 (BR) and Du=  Du strongly in L
p(BR), by (4.32) we
can conclude that, again up to a subsequence,
Dw= ( Dw weakly in L p(BR), (4.33)
for some
w # u+W 1, p0 (BR), (4.34)
so that letting =  0 in (4.31) and (4.32), by semicontinuity we have
|
B:%R
|Dw| sk dxlim inf
=  0 |B:%R |Dw= |
sk dx
c \|BR f (Du) dx+1+
(sk p)(qp)
k
, (4.35)
|
BR
f (Dw) dx|
BR
f (Du) dx. (4.36)
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This inequality, the strict convexity of f (see (2.5)) and the minimality of
u imply
Dw=Du a.e. in BR .
By (4.34) and Poincare inequality we get
u=w.
This and (4.35) end the proof. K
Once proved Theorem 2.1 we are able to obtain further regularity for u.
Indeed we can prove Theorem 2.2.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. By Theorem 2.1 we now have u # W1, q(BR)
whenever BR //0. Taking into account growth conditions (2.2), (2.3) we
can use the test function
.={s, &h(’2{s, h u) (4.37)
in the Euler equation
|
0
Df (Du(x)) D.(x) dx=0, (4.38)
where ’ # C 0 (B(:3R+:2R)2) is the cut-off function used in (4.10) for the
proof of Theorem 2.1, Step 1. We can proceed exactly as in Theorem 2.1,
Step 1, to estimate
|
B:3R
|{s, h( |Du| ( p&2)2 Du)|2 dx
c |
B:2R
(1+|Du|q&2+|{s, h Du|q&2) |{s, h u|2 dx
c \|B:R (1+|Du|
q) dx+
(q&2)q
\|B:2R |{s, hu|
q dx+
2q
(4.39)
c \|B:R (1+|Du|
q) dx+ |h|2, (4.40)
for some c#c(n, N, q, p, L, &, R, :), where we used, as in the proof of
Step 1, Ho lder inequality and Lemmata 3.1, 3.4. Now applying Lemma 3.3
we obtain
|Du| ( p&2)2 Du # W1, 2(B:3R),
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and finally, by (2.11) and Ho lder inequality we get
|
B:3R
|D( |Du| ( p&2)2 Du)|2 dxc |
B:R
(1+|Du|q) dx
c \|BR f (Du) dx+1+
;
,
for some c#c(n, N, q, p, L, &, R, :), thus proving (2.13). Finally (2.12)
follows from a standard covering argument. K
5. FURTHER REGULARITY RESULTS
In this section we deal with more general functionals:
|
0
( f (Du)+a(x) u) dx, (5.1)
where f # C2(RnN) verifies (2.2)(2.7) and a : Rn  RN is a vector field
satisfying
a # L p$loc(0), p$=
p
p&1
. (5.2)
Integrals (5.1) may arise in the study of variational problems motivated by
elasticity. In order to generalize the higher integrability result of the preced-
ing section to this case, we will have to deal with some technicalities. First
of all, we introduce the notations:
F (u, 0)=|
0
( f (Du)+a(x) u) dx
F _(u, 0)=|
0
( f_(Du)+a(x) u) dx
When no ambiguity will arise, we will also write F and F _ in place of
F (u, 0) and F _(u, 0), respectively. The minimality Definition 2.1 for the
functional F relies on the positivity of f (z). Since f (z)+a(x) u is no longer
positive, we need W 1, p instead of W1, 1 for the functional F . More
precisely, we say that u : 0  RN, u # W 1, ploc (0) is a local minimizer of the
functional F if
f (Du) # L1loc(0) (5.4)
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and
F (u, supp .)F (u+., supp .),
for every . # W1, p(0), with supp .//0. In order to get the Lq higher
integrability for minimizers of F , we need either some differentiability on
a or an additional restriction on p, q. More precisely, we have the following
two theorems.
Theorem 5.1. Let u # W 1, ploc (0) be a local minimizer of the functional F .
We further require that
a # W 1, p$loc (0). (5.3)
Then
Du # Lqloc(0). (5.4)
Furthermore, let 00 //0. Then there exists R #R (a, 00)>0 such that for
B4R //00 , R<R and 0<#<1 there exist two constants c#c(n, N, q, p,
L, &, R, #, a, 00)<+, ;#;(n, q, p)>1 such that
|
B#R
|Du|q dxc \|BR f (Du) dx+1+
;
. (5.5)
Theorem 5.2. Let u # W 1, ploc (0) be a local minimizer of the functional F .
We further require that
q<
np
n& p$
if p>2. (5.6)
No additional assumption is needed when p=2. Then
Du # Lqloc(0). (5.7)
Furthermore, let 00 //0. Then there exists R #R (a, 00)>0 such that for
B4R //00 , R<R and 0<#<1 there exist two constants c#c(n, N, q, p,
L, &, R, #, a, 00)<+, ;#;(n, q, p)>1 such that
|
B#R
|Du|q dxc \|BR f (Du) dx+1+
;
. (5.8)
Theorem 5.2 may be useful when dealing with problems motivated by
elasticity where the dishomogeneity of the material is expressed by a(x) in
a nonsmooth way.
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. We will confine ourselves to give the main
modifications to the proof of Theorem 2.1, keeping the notation introduced
there. We first fix the open subset 00 //0. Thus we find R #R (a, 00)>0
such that if RR , then
&a&Lp$(00)R<
1
2 . (5.9)
Step 1. We consider a local minimizer v # W1, q(BR) of F _ in BR with
B4R //00 ; in the Euler equation for F _
|
BR
(Df_(Dv) D.+a(x) .) dx=0,
valid for any . # W1, q(BR), with supp .//BR , we choose, as in Theorem
2.1, .={s, &h(’2{s, hv) and we obtain
(I )=(II )&|
BR
a(x) {s, &h(’2{s, hv) dx. (5.10)
We assume (4.4) where c may now depend on a, 00 too. In order to deal
with the right hand side of the previous equality, we use the differentiability
assumption (5.3) as
} |BR a{s, &h(’
2{s, hv) dx }= } |B(:2R+:3R)2 ({s, ha) ’
2{s, hv dx }
&{s, ha&Lp$(B(:2R+:3R)2) &{s, hv&Lp(B(:2R+:3R)2)
&Da&Lp$(BR) &Dv&Lp(BR) |h|
2
cM2 |h|b, (5.11)
with M and b as in Theorem 2.1. Let us explicitly remark that in the last
inequality we kept in mind that b is less than 2. Arguing as in the proof of
Theorem 2.1 we get (4.5) where c~ may depend on a, 00 too.
Step 2. The iteration can be succesfully carried out as in (4.26) and
we finally arrive at
|
B:%R
|Dv| sk dxc \|BR f (Dv) dx+1+
(sk p)(qp)
k
. (5.12)
Step 3. We note that the functional F _ satisfies the estimate
_ |
BR
|Dw|q dx+(1&2R &a&Lp$(BR)) |
BR
|Dw| p dx
&&a&Lp$(BR) [&u=&Lp(BR)+2R(1+&Du= &Lp(BR))]
F _(w, BR) (5.13)
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for every w # u=+W 1, q0 (BR). This inequality and condition (5.9) allow us to
use direct methods in the calculus of variations in order to define
v=, _ # u=+W 1, q0 (BR) as the unique solution of the Dirichlet problem
Min[F _(z, BR); z # u=+W 1, q0 (BR)]. (5.14)
We preliminary give a uniform estimate for the norms &Dv=, _&Lp(BR)
keeping into account (5.9):
|
BR
|Dv=, _ | p dx|
BR
f (Dv=, _) dx
F _(v=, _ , BR)&|
BR
av=, _ dx
F _(u= , BR)&|
BR
av=, _ dx
=|
BR
f (Du=) dx+_ |
BR
|Du= | q dx&|
BR
a(v=, _&u=) dx
|
BR
f (Du=) dx+_ |
BR
|Du= | q dx
+&a&Lp$(BR) &v=, _&u=&Lp(BR)
|
BR
f (Du=) dx+_ |
BR
|Du= | q dx
+&a&Lp$(BR) 2R &Dv=, _&Du=&Lp(BR)
2 \|BR+= f (Du) dx+1++_ |BR |Du= |
q dx
+&a&Lp$(BR) 2R |
BR
|Dv=, _ | p dx. (5.15)
Keeping into account (5.9), we finally have
|
BR
|Dv=, _ | p dx(1&2R &a&Lp$(BR))
&1
_{2 \|BR+= f (Du) dx+1++_ |BR |Du= |
q dx= , (5.16)
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and
|
BR
f (Dv=, _) dx(1+(1&2R &a&Lp$(BR))
&1)
_{2 \|BR+= f (Du) dx+1++_ |BR |Du= |
q dx= . (5.17)
Inserting (5.17) into (5.12) we get
|
B:%R
|Dv=, _ | sk dxc((1+(1&2R &a&Lp$(BR))
&1)
_{3 \|BR+= f (Du) dx+1++_ |BR |Du= |
q dx=+
(sk p)(qp)
k
.
(5.18)
Now the proof can be ended as in Theorem 2.1: the definition of w= and
w is given in a similar way and estimate (5.18) passes to the limit as before;
in order to prove that w=u we just remark that F is still stictly convex
since it is the sum of F, strictly convex and z  BR a(x) z dx, convex, thus
F achieves its minimum value on a unique element of the Dirichlet class
u+W 1, p0 (BR). The proof is finished. K
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We closely follow the argument of Theorem 5.1
until we arrive at (5.10). As before, we assume (4.4). In order to estimate
the right hand side of (5.10), we cannot differentiate a any longer, since
(5.3) is not available any more. Thus, (5.11) has to be replaced as
} |BR a{s, &h(’
2{s, hv) dx }&a&Lp$(BR) &{s, &h(’2{s, hv)&Lp(BR) . (5.19)
Now, if ’~ (x)=’(x&hes), then
&{s, &h(’2{s, h v)&Lp(BR)
&’~ {s, &h(’{s, h v)&Lp(BR)+&({s, &h ’) {s, h v&Lp(BR)
|h| &Ds(’{s, hv)&Lp(BR+(:2R(1&:)))
+|h| 4(:2R(1&:))&1 &{s, hv&Lp(B(:2R+:3R)2))
|h|(&(D’) {s, hv&Lp(BR+(:2R(1&:)))+&’{s, hDv&Lp(BR))
+|h| 4(:2R(1&:))&1 |h| &Dsv&Lp(BR)
|h|2 8(:2R(1&:))&1 &Dv&Lp(BR)+|h| &’{s, h Dv&Lp(BR) . (5.20)
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We insert (5.20) into (5.19) and we get
} |BR a{s, &h(’
2{s, h v) dx }
|h|2 8(:2R(1&:))&1 &a&Lp$(BR) &Dv&Lp(BR)
+|h| &a&Lp$(BR) &’{s, h Dv&Lp(BR) . (5.21)
We use Young’s inequality in order to get, for every =~ >0,
|h| &a&Lp$(BR) &’{s, h Dv&Lp(BR)
|h| p$ &a& p$Lp$(BR) ( p$=~
1( p&1))&1+ p&1=~ |
BR
|’{s, h Dv| p dx. (5.22)
Moreover, using ellipticity (4.9),
|
BR
|’{s, hDv| p dx|
BR
( |Dv|+|{s, h Dv| p&2) ’2 |{s, h Dv|2 dx
|
BR
8 p&1 |
1
0
|Dv+t{s, h Dv| p&2 dt’2 |{s, hDv|2 dx
8 p&1&&1(I ), (5.23)
where (I ) has been defined in (4.11). We insert the previous estimates into
(5.10) and we select =~ = p&(8 p&14). Thus p&1=~ 8 p&1&&1(I ) can be shifted
from the left to the right hand side and we get
|
BR
’2 |{s, h( |Dv| ( p&2)2 Dv)|2 dxcM 2( |h|b+|h| p$)=(V), (5.24)
with M and b as in Theorem 2.1. It happens that, sometimes, b<p$ and,
some other times, the reverse inequality holds true. Thus, we have to define
g~ ($)=min[g($), p$], (5.25)
so
(V )cM 2 |h| b, (5.26)
for every b<g~ ($). Now, we recall that I=I(n, p, q)>0 has been defined in
(4.2). We set I1(n, p, q)=np(n& p$)&q when p>2 and I1(n, p, q)=
I(n, p, q)+1 if p=2. Because of the assumption (5.6), it turns out that
I1(n, p, q)>0, thus
I (n, p, q)=min[I1(n, p, q), I(n, p, q)]>0. (5.27)
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We define
r~ =
np
n& g~ ($)
. (5.28)
It follows that
r~ ($)&$I (n, p, q)>0, (5.29)
for every $ # [ p, q). The desired integrability will now be achieved step by
step through the new increasing integrability exponents
s~ m= p+m
I
2
, for mk , and k =min[k : s~ kq]. (5.30)
Now, the proof closely follows the arguments of Theorem 5.1 with I, sm ,
k replaced by I , s~ m , k . K
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